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The C.O.'s Briefs
forlorn hope, or for drill display purposes, then a
second approved container (flask) will be required by
each musketeer to receive the additional powder
allowance. This decision will impact all musketeers
across both armies. It is, as yet, unclear if bandoliers
qualify as an alternative suitable approved container.
Very simply, I can at this point only advise that it's
time to invest in a second flask.

This leads me into one of the areas I highlighted in
my previous address to you all, that of “Quality Kit”.
I would prefer we start to think about the “clothes
that we wear” and “equipment we use” at events as
parts of our individual “impressions”, which go
together to form the “impression” of “Col. William
Gordon's Regiment of Foote” - a highland regiment
of the Wars of the Three Kingdoms. The clothes and
equipment we use as individuals and the impression
we give (to both the crowd and to other members
of the Society) should be a point of personal pride.
We are portraying what would have been worn and
what would be used, as accurately as possible. It was
on this understanding of a “quality impression” that
Gordon's was originally formed, and remains a
corner stone of what we stand for. The Gordon's Kit

Fellow Gordon's, interesting times are upon us. As
we enter the festive season it is good to reflect on
the successes and good times we have had over the
past year, and be appreciative of the hard work and
commitment that so many have shown to make the
regiment the great experience that it is. Everyone
mucking in and doing what they can to support our
members, events and the musters we attend with
such great aplomb, is what being a Gordon is all
about for me. I could start listing out names here but
would end up with pretty much the whole mad
family of Gordon's! As far as I can see in Gordon's,
everyone, whether a supporting family member off
the field, or a soldier on the field, we all have a
fantastically positive impact on the rest. And as I have
said before it is a real privilege to be a part of it.

It is also a time to look to the future. One thing to
note in the recent Winter Orders of The Day are
the changes to powder issue rules. Musketeers will
now be issued a maximum of 4oz of powder per
battle in an approved container (read flask). If there
is need to issue more to an individual, then it will
require a separate approved container. So, for
example if we were to be issued 6oz or more as SB
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Merry Christmas ya crazy gang!
May your stomachs be full and your glasses overflowing



There are of course many others, many of which are
currently “in negotiation” however the dates for Bank
Holiday majors can safely be saved in the diaries for
now and will undoubtedly be Scots Brigade priority
musters where we aim for maximum turn out. More to
follow as more is known. Keep up to date with the
Gordon's and Scots Brigade FB page for the most
recent announcements on events. The 2018 muster list
is listed on the back page.

Lastly, I must wish you all a very happy festive season,
however you choose to celebrate it and a special
mention to Mary and Paul whom I'm sure will be in all
our thoughts and best wishes, we hope to see you
both back next year.

We have a lot to look forward to next year.
See you all in 2018!

The futures bright, but not our plaid.
“By courage, not craft”
Your proud Commanding Officer
Nick 'Quality and Probation' Proudman
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The C.O.'s Briefs CONT..

List 2011 which was given to me on joining, is still
relevant today. I have asked that it is published in this
issue.  Kit Lists are also available on the Gordon's
webpage resources on the Scots Brigade webpages
www.skscotsbrigade.co.uk/kit-lists

To support improvements in our individual
“impressions” and as a Regiment as a whole, I have
asked some of the longer standing members of
Gordon's to help share some of their experience and
knowledge with other members. This will firstly take
the form of clothing articles both here, copied to the
Gordon's FB page, and then on our Scots Brigade
website, providing guidance on what is understood to
be right when it comes to highland clothing and
equipment in the early to mid 1600's. This is for both
old members and new. I am hoping there will be plenty
of photographic documentation to help folks see what
we are driving at here. The first is a most excellent
article from Mike Netten who has always maintained a
very high standard of impression in his clothing and
equipment much of it researched and made by himself.

There are always areas we can improve on as
individuals. I remember a mistake I made myself at
Newark last season. On the second day when we were
in plaid I decided to blood my nice new shiny targe
(made by Ian Blyth), based on a pattern from Mackay of
Mackay's, a clan chief, and very splendid it is! However,
my feet were also killing me from the previous day so I
opted to wear highland brogues with bare legs, the
correct way. The resulting photos brought home the
oddness of these choices, they just looked so wrong
when put together. The targe of a highland chief and the
foot wear of a peasant, basically. Yep, we can all get it
horribly wrong. And so we begin a new initiative to be
mindful and always look to improve our impressions. To
follow up on this we will start to have inspections of
both appearance and equipment. Within the Regiment
we have a pool of knowledge we need to use. Tod and
Angie Booth, Mike Netten, Steve Langan, Steve Ellis,
Karen Poffley, Gloria and Andy Webb. Ask them if
you're not sure about things, I know they will be more
than happy to help.

Events shaping up for next year look impressive. One
highlight not to miss is the Scots Brigade event at
Thirlstane Castle, Lauder on the 28th - 29th July.
Another is the Gordon's Annual Hoolie in Bishops
Tachbrook, Warwick on the 17th March to coincide
with the Spring TORM which is just up the road.

Adjutant's Corner
I have sent off the few paper renewals I received as
it seems most of you have renewed online.  This is
now the only option left for those who still haven't
renewed and you only have until the 31st
December to do it!

If you would like to renew online for the first time
please email registration@thesealedknot.org.uk
with your name, regiment and current membership
number.  You will receive an email with your login
ID, password and instructions by return.
Online renewals are done via
skmembership.wildapricot.org - please do not
attempt to use the normal SK website to rejoin.

I will still be sent all the membership cards as
normal and will post them out to you all once I have
received them in due course.

It just remains for me to wish you all a very Merry
Christmas and a Happy Hogmanay!
Best wishes, Globags
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Frontline Despatches

MAJOR
Edgehill, 23-24 September

We had a brilliant chance to commemorate the 375th anniversary of Edgehill, in true SB style with a good number of
Gordon's turning out to help stage the largest reenactment in the area for 20 years!  Congratulations to Mr Andy
Webb, for winning the "Most Dedicated Gordon" award for distance travelled - all 3.2 miles door to caravan.  We
camped together (as far from the beer tent as possible) under the lights of the Fosse Way roundabout, we even had
our own loos!

The Major weekend was a lot of fun to end the season with our Rutland personas coming
out to play with muskets on both days, commanded by our new commanding officer Mr
Proudman, who used this opportunity to proud-ly wear Alistair Bantock's sash, not aired
since it hung above his head on his wedding day. The battle was fought on a windy slope
(both up and down) and involved plenty of interaction with both Royalist and Parli Cavalry
(even though we fought on the side of the King!) who had been rather goaded the night
before in the beer tent (by Drum Major Jones, among others) and so sought their revenge
on the rouge-ish Rutlanders! Some very fun hand to hand combat was fought (and won!)
and I only lost my hat 6 times!  We were watched by the Bear of Warwickshire on the
sidelines, and I hear (from our new recruits who were unable to be on the field with us,
Pikeman Purdy and Pikewoman Veasey) the commentary was superb.

Off the battlefield the revelry was high, having started early on the left over schnapps and
toffee vodka, which continued well into the night around the tumble dryer campfire which
happily is fast becoming a staple social highlight of the Scots Brigade weekend. And it didn't
rain...

Nick Purdie Proudman

ISSUE 57
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Frontline Despatches

Slag om Grolle, Netherlands    Somewhen in October

It only happens every few years.  It's in Grolle, Netherlands.  A number of Gordon's went but noone volunteered
to give a write up.  From the various snippets and bits on Facebook, seems like a good time was had on and off
field and on the ferry en route.  Also seems to have raised a number of general comments regarding how the SK
do things for the public and fighting style.  This is what Wiki has to say about it:

The Battle of Grolle (Dutch: Slag om Grolle) is a regular historical reenactment of the siege of the fortified border town of
Groenlo (formerly known as Grol or Grolle) in the Achterhoek in 1627 during the Dutch Revolt. It is held in and around
Groenlo itself every two years. The event lasts for three days and features a historic battle reenactment and a historic fair,
with reenactors from many European countries. During the event, the reenactors try to relive the conditions of 1627 as
faithfully as possible, without electricity or heating, while eating traditional food.

The event was held for the first time in 2005, with around 350 reenactors, among which were pikemen, swordsmen,
around 100 musketeers and working cannons. In October 2008 the event was held for a second time, this time featuring
more than 600 reenactors from France, Germany, England, Scotland, the Czech Republic and the Netherlands. The 2008
event included cavalry, 21 working cannons and more than 250 musketeers. The 'Grols Kanon', left behind as a gift to the
people of Grol by Frederik Hendrik in 1627, was also used. The Montferland folk music group 'Het Gezelschap' even
composed the song "Grol" as a theme song for the 2008 event.[1] In the streets of Groenlo itself a 17th-century
atmosphere is recreated, with beggars, street rascals, lepers, musicians and artisans. More than 30,000 people came to
visit the 2008 event, and it was thus decided by the organizers to hold it every two years. The latest re-enactment is
October 2017.[2]

Karen Poffley
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Amsterdam on way back?
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Living History
CAMPSIDE COMMUNICATIONS
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2018, the year Gordon's embrace Living History, well we
can hope!

Most of you know my circumstances have changed and
Mary and I are unsure what we will be doing next year.
At the moment I cannot see me having the strength and
stamina to get through a fighting weekend, so my thoughts
have turned to Living History. We have, with other
members of the Scots brigade been successful in the past
and can see no reason why the same cannot be done in
the future. I'm sure I'm not the only one who is a bit
crocked, Tod and Mike Cannaby could be in a similar boat
and we already have regulars on LH.

So what can we add to our LH presence? Well as a
Regiment we have two shelters; a regimental one and
mine. In addition we have tables, stools, fire basket,
cooking equipment and crockery so we can put together a
"food" display. We also have enough to do weapons
displays proving we get people to speak to the public.

Learning from past events that were rained off I would
suggest people bring their own food and drink to LH and
if you need any help on what to bring call me. Scottish
events are already well covered for LH so our target
should be to grow a core presence in England and Wales.

What is the minimum equipment needed?
· The most important is yourselves, if no one turns

out it won't work!
· To eat from, a bowl, spoon, mug, pewter or pottery
· Something to hide any 20th century stuff
· Topic to discuss with the public: clothes - they can

be fascinated with what you wear; weapons -
knowledge of drill so you can show how they were
used.

You do not have to have a 17th century character
although you can if you want. It easier for the public to
understand "show and tell" as opposed to "full
immersion". If you can only be there for a while, that's
fine, you do not have to be there all day. Try to work in
time where the public are most involved. I'd suggest we
form up on LH about an hour before the battle starts and
return after the battle for refreshments and a chance to
recruit.

So let's make a start, if you have ideas share then via our
editor and CO. Let's not leave it for another year or for
others to do it.

Paul Sturman
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF.... a Civilian

Civilians - a brief history
Civilians in Sealed Knot terms are non-combatant
members.  Civilians comprise of men, women and children
across the age spectrum.  Some members choose to be
civilians due to health preventing them from a more active
role, others because they are coming along in a supporting
role for their spouse or parents for example, however
there is no fast rule that makes someone a civilian.  Many
civilians do dress in kit and participate from the sidelines
but do not be mistaken that their value or contribution is
any less than another.

It is very common for newbies to start out as a civilian
whilst they are finding their feet but rest assured if yur
show interest in being on the field, we'll jump on the
opportunity and get you out there sooner rather than
later!

There are many roles within a Regiment.  The purpose of this
 'A Day In The Life of' feature is to showcase specific roles.

No of Civilians in Scots Brigade:
Every Regiment in the whole Sealed Knot has a proportion
of it's members as civilians and in this the Scots Brigade and
our four Regiments are no different.

The number of civilians varies from muster to muster and
often from day-to-day on each muster, with some civilians
choosing to get into kit on one day but maybe not an other.
This could be because they wish to have the freedom in
C21st clothing to take photographs or because they are
preparing the plastic site de-campment ready for the journey
home whilst a partner is off engaged in the battle.

Special skills or training required:
None as such. However many 'civilians' do still actively take
part.  This is usually through forming part of the Baggage
Trayne down on Living History.

Here a civilian may choose to take on the role of a camp
follower or craftsman.  There are many crafts a civilian
could learn and practice: woodwork, needlecraft, candle
making, making lead shot.  It's not always necessary to have
a 'craft', just hanging around Living History looking the part
all helps create the atmosphere of an army encampment;
be that cleaning or repairing weaponry, cooking, playing a
game, sword practice or even taking a nap!

Naturally being on Living History means closer interaction
with the public.  Often the public will be the ones to initiate
the conversation, usually by asking what you're doing. You
don't need to be an expert or a historian but it does help
to have the basics.  Failing that, just talk to them about this
great hobby of ours - your love of it and enthusiasm works
wonders for gaining new recruits!

ISSUE 57

Where Found:
i) In troop line-up:  Civilians who are dressed in kit may form

part of the troop line up, congregating at the rear behind the
water carriers.  Civilians not in SK kit may walk alongside
their Regiment but not as part of the official line-up.

ii) On field: Civilians are absent from the field unless assuming
a different role for the duration of the battle such as water
carrier for example.

iii) Off the field: Civilians can often be found on the battle
sidelines observing the action.  They may also be present at
Living History, forming part of the Baggage Trayne - this can
be in the guise of a craftsperson or just as a camp follower.

Karen Poffley
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF.... a Civilian - Gordon's Male Kit Focus
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No.1 is full highland.
Gordon's members are the only SK Scots permitted to wear highland kit.

This is the full highland outfit: belted plaid, flintlock musket, basket hilt sword, targe, etc. as
shown in the picture on the right.  Note that this picture does not show Gordons as they
actually look (I can’t find a decent picture!), as none of them is carrying a flintlock musket,
but it does give you an idea of the type of costume you need should you go down this route.
However, please beware of the perils of buying tartan (those in the picture are far too bright
by the way).  It is far too easy to make a horrible mistake, and therefore we insist that no
tartan is bought prior to approval from a senior member of the Regiment who will advise
and, if necessary, source your plaid for you.

No.2 replaces the plaid with trews and a soldiers coat.

This is the soldiers coat and trews outfit (pictured left) and is an alternative to the number ones.
You do not need to obtain one’s and two’s unless you are reeaally keen.  It is an either/or.

Basically it comprises a simple grey soldiers coat, simple highland trews cut on the bias (i.e. on the
diagonal), blue bonnet, latchet shoes, flintlock musket and bandolier, plus a simple sword or hanger
(n.b. not a basket hilt) Note that the actual tartan in the trews is not a uniform pattern, and once
again we can advise and help source these for you.

Cost of kit (excluding specialist add ons):
Gordon's male members have a more extensive (and therefore expensive) kit list than other Scots regiments.  A full kit
list breakdown and idea of cost is included on the next page.  For newbies however, there is normally enough spare kit
amongst exisiting Gordon's members to loan out initially whilst the necessary wardrobe is acquired.

The following is extracted from 'KIT LIST – MORE INFORMATION by Steve Langan' (First Published in COTN Issue 1
September 2005).  The full article including information on helmets can be found on the Gordon's Members area of the
Scots brigade website under 'Useful Articles': www.skscotsbrigade.org.uk/Gordons   Password: Whisky [no e]

No.3 is lowland Scots, Covenanter or with different headgear, English/European.

This is the Lowland/European look (right), which we all need to have for events when Highland
troops were not present.  This is also the most practical look for pikemen (though trews might
work as well). Please note that we insist that you obtain this outfit first (with the exception
of the short plaid).  Again, we can advise on patterns, material, etc.  If in doubt, ask!

With regard to our English Rutland Militia guise, the coat may be exchanged for red but is by
no means necessary however the Scots bonnet is to be replaced by a felted hat and of course
no plaid sash.
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If there is anything in this article which is incorrect or misrepresented, or if you feel anything of importance has been omitted,
please email the Editor who will happily revise the document.

ISSUE 57

COST
from £45

from £65

from £25

from £10.  Woollen braids from £8

Made to order.  Patterns available to DIY.

from £15

Around £28 for a blue bonnet
Monteros from £20
Cavalier style hat from £25

Specialist kit made to order.  Patterns also available to DIY.
Cost dependant upon cost of plaid material and lining.  Typically
you should allow at least 3 metres of material.

Harris Tweed is a reliable supplier from £42.50 per metre. It's also
possible for a price to get your own weave made.  Cheaper versions
of plaid from £15pm from other suppliers are available at times.

from £25

from £45.
Tod Booth of Foxblade Trading offers discount to fellow
Gordon's members and can handmake to order.

from £50

Made to order from pattern

from £15
from £15

from £15

from £25

from £1 per metre

from £15

from £15

from £15

KIT ITEMS No 1 No 2 No 3
Hodden Grey woollen breeches *.  Either open or closed.  High waisted, and only
ever reaching to just below the knee.  Do NOT allow your breeches to hang down
your calves
Belts *. Narrow (less than 1”) leather with preferably iron buckles. Brass buckles and
thick leather belts to be avoided.
Hodden Grey Soldiers Coat * (lined with cream/unbleached canvas or linen) and
buttoned with same coloured cloth or preferably plain metal buttons. Wooden
buttons with lugs (not a hole through the middle and absolutely not a flat wooden
button with four drilled holes) are acceptable but not really good enough. Should
always be buttoned from the top.  And an even better – and more authentic - look is
to wear a doublet or singlet under your soldiers coat. Soldiers coats should be worn
with turned back cuffs. Drummers should wear pattern coats from the period, with
padded and hanging sleeves, lined in powder blue linen or wool , and with gold braid.
Off-white linen shirt *. No cotton, EVER! Plain, with or without a collar, and no lace
edges unless you are an officer. No lace up the front efforts either, EVER.
Hose * (bonnet blue) and grey woollen over socks (no football socks or white
fisherman socks, ever! ). These should be tied up with dull thin woollen braid, leather or
match. Hose should be knitted or cut from cloth
Latchet Shoes * (brown preferred.  Black was posher). Closed or open, take your
pick.  Startups are only acceptable on the field, but NEVER on LH sites, unless you are
portraying an English yokel (banjo optional). Boots should only be worn by officers or
colour bearers.
Cuirans (brown preferred). Rough leather.
Knitted Woollen Bonnet * – light blue colour (can be obtained via the regiment).
Dark blue is only to be worn by officers . No cloth bonnets EVER .  When portraying an
English or European unit a woollen grey Montero (lined powder blue) is preferred to a
cavalier style hat (to avoid the full Confederate look).
Trews cut on the bias – no side leg seams. Should be full foot or stirruped). Tartan
must be of sad dull colouring and as basic as possi ble.  Please check with Steve L/S teve
Ellis/Mike Nettin or Todd first before buying cloth. N.B. YOU MUST WEAR KNEE
TIES WITH THESE OTHERWISE YOU LOOK LIKE AN ANCIENT BRITON, and will
be ridiculed as such.
Full Plaid - Wool cloth – minimum 4yds/mtrs.  Tartan must be of sad dull colouring
and as basic as possible.  Please check before buying cloth. And absolutely no
underwear!!!
Plain Saffron Shirt (linen).  Please check before buying as many of the saffron shades
available are totally incorrect.
Sporran. Can be a simple leather pouch; a hard backed leather pouch; or the real
period piece which is a hard backed leather pouch with two additional attached smaller
pouches, one for your oatmeal and one for your salt.  There are some excellent
examples in the Museum of Scotland.  All should be worn at the front of the plaid,
trews or breeches.
Hodden Grey Wool Doublet - 6 or 8 tabs, lined with cream/unbleached canvas or
linen, open or closed sleeves with cloth or metal buttons. Western h ighland patterns
were distinctive.  Steve L has patterns
Highland coats hardcore only.  Steve L has patterns
Plaid hose (of muted colours cut on the bias – no socks to be visible)
Gloves* – plain leather, brown or natural , simple cut (no welders gloves)
Short Plaid*. Usually two metres.  Worn as a blanket role (see previous advise on
tartan)

VERY IMPORTANT - ‘The Look’: There is a huge difference between getting the
kit above and attaining the correct period look.  To get this right you should obtain and
carry the following:

- Snapsack*: leather or linen. ‘Sausage’ shaped only.  NOT handbag shaped.
Should be ‘stuffed’ at all times

- spare match*: even as a flintlock unit, it is useful to carry some spare match.
This should either be hung in coils at the bottom of your bandolier, or cut into
useable lengths and interspersed along the front of your bandolier.

- Neckerchief: linen (filthy preferred) only. Useful for preventing powder
burns as well

- Accoutrements: musket tools, pouches, etc.  No tankards EVER.
- And just in case you were wondering, no jewellery, piercings, make up (men

or women) or modern spectacles at any time, EVER. If you have to wear
goggles, either contact lenses (preferred) or period glasses.

- And then make yourself look like you haven’t eaten or slept for a month……

Costs vary dependant upon supplier so the ones quoted
below are intended as a guideline only.

The full kit list (including weaponry) is also published on the Members Area of the Scots Brigade website
www.skscotsbrigade.org.uk - General/Kitlists/Gordon's    Password: Whisky [no e]

A full list of recommended suppliers is posted on the Members Area.  If in doubt, ask!
And remember, it costs no more to get it right, than it does to get it hideously wrong, so please make the effort.

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF.... a Civilian - Gordon'sMale Kit Focus

-      Early Highland Dirks: These would have been worn by most highland /lowland
men whether civilian or soldiers and were as much a day to day utensil as a
weapon. particularly relevant to living history impressions
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Special Feature The 17th Century Doublet
found in Keiss, Caithness, Scotland By Mike Netten

When I first joined the Knot back in 2000, I had visited  the
Museum of Scotland in Edinburgh and had noticed what
appeared to be a 17th century style doublet which had been
found in a peat bog in Caithness. Up to this point I was
familiar with previous peat bog clothing finds in Scotland
from Dava Moor, Quintfall Hill, Gunnister and Arnish
Moor and also the Dungiven costume found in Ulster. I
subsequently contacted the then Curator of Textiles
(Naomi Tarrant), who wrote back and provided
information on the doublet. It appears that following my
enquiry, it was realised that an article on the doublet had
not been published and a full article on the doublet was
subsequently published in Proceedings of the Society of
Antiquaries of Scotland, vol. 131 (2001).

The doublet was found in 1975 by two peat cutters in
Clayton Hill, Keiss, Caithness, along with the skeleton of a
young man, around 17 years of age. The doublet was
originally found in several pieces and is made of woollen
twill fabric stained brown from the peat, although after
cleaning it was revealed to be originally a cream colour
checked with red and green.

The style of the garment appears to be an attempt by a
native Highland tailor to imitate the fashionable doublets of
1650–60, although as customs and fashions tended to linger
on longer in Scotland than in the rest of Britain, this may
date from earlier in the century. However in the absence
of other articles found with the doublet, it is difficult to
date it accurately, although it does have similarities with the

short-tabbed doublets of the 1630s (compare with
Highlander in “Stettin print” wearing the tabbed
doublet).

The doublet has 10 buttonholes down it's front and
two buttonholes at each cuff and it appears that the
doublet was buttoned when buried, suggested by
indentations around the lowest three buttonholes,
although the buttons have disappeared. Any other
clothing made of vegetable matter such as linen or
cotton, and leather, would usually rot when buried in
peat, so it is possible that if the buttons were made of
leather then these would not have survived.
Alternatively, if the burial was the result of a criminal
act, and the buttons were made of metal and
therefore considered valuable, they may have been
stolen; the doublet being distinctive and therefore
identifiable with it's owner, being discarded to conceal
evidence of the crime.

Instead of separate tabs, the doublet has a basque,
which is a length of cloth folded in double and
slashed to create the impression of tabs. Although
the person who made it had no great tailoring skills,
the doublet is constructed in an ingenious way, so as
to make good use of every scrap of cloth.
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Special Feature The 17th Century Doublet
found in Keiss, Caithness, Scotland By Mike Netten

An exhibition at the Marischal College Museum,
Aberdeen in 2006 entitled “Murder in the Mist” displayed
the doublet along with the skeleton of the youth and
suggested the possible cause of death. A ‘simmons’
(twisted rush rope) was found along the length of the
body and is suggestive of strangling or hanging, although
the absence of the neck vertebrae made this impossible
to prove. Interestingly the exhibition stated that the
single wing on the doublet was a fashionable feature,
apparently not connecting an extra piece of cloth found
with doublet as the missing wing.

Above: Photos of the doublet showing the peat staining of the cloth

Below:  Mike's replica doublet

My own doublet is made after the pattern of  the Keiss
doublet, although it is in hodden grey cloth from Stuart
Peachey, rather than than the checked cloth of the
original. I have taken one other historical liberty with my
doublet, by having a small button sewn to the left
shoulder which I use to attach my plaid via a buttonhole
sewn into it; this appears to have been one method of
attaching the plaid to a doublet in the 18th century (see
Dunbar “History of Highland Dress”). The doublet is the
only example of a mid 17th century doublet found in the
Highlands and provides good evidence of the type of
clothing worn in the Highlands during this period. The full
article can be seen on
http://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/archives/view
/psas/contents.cfm?vol=131 and the doublet can be
seen at the Museum of Scotland in Edinburgh.

References:
· Naomi Tarrant, ‘The 17th-Century Doublet from Keiss, near Wick, Caithness’,

Proc. Soc. Antiq. Scot., vol. 131 (2001), pp. 319-326.
· J. Telfer Dunbar, “History of Highland Dress”, (1962), Oliver & Boyd, Edinburgh
· Writer's photographs from “Murder in the Mist” exhibition at Marischal

College Museum, Aberdeen, September 2006



Further details to be
announced on
Gordon's and Scots'
FB pages in due
course so keep an
eye out!

Hoolie
location

4.5 miles

3.5
miles
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Social Scene

Please note that there will be no Scots Banquet at the start of the season as
initially hoped. This is due partly to a lack of response and partly felt as too near
to the Gordon's Hoolie.

However, it is hoped that one might be arranged for September/October if
there is sufficient interest. Please keep an eye out for posts on the Facebook
Scots Brigade page for any further developments.

Many thanks, Lisa Forbes.
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Scots Banquet

VENUE St Chad's Centre, 24 Mallory Road, Bishops Tachbrook,
Leamington Spa, CV33 9QX. Limited parking available but most likely to get
taxi from/to hotel.

MUSIC The Bell Inn Ceilidh Band have confirmed the gig and they are
SUPERB! Polish off yer dancing shoes!

FOOD is being discussed with the landlady and chef of The Cottage
Tavern, Ashorne - recommended by the CO and his secretary, and delicious.

DRINK Bring your own beverages as normal.

RAFFLE time to start getting your raffle prizes sorted!

TICKETS Prices TBC but likely £20 including the food. 60 spaces
available.  Register your interest/place with Purdie -  either PM via Messenger
or email purdieanddoyle@yahoo.com

ACCOMMODATION Lighthorne, Royal Leamington Spa and
Warwick are all suitable. Some attendees have already booked into
Travelodge and Holiday Inn as well as guest hotels in Lighthorne.



During the English Civil War, the 500 year old
Winchester Castle and Great Hall was a major site of the
bitter struggles between the Royalist and Parliamentarian
armies.

Initially occupied by the Royalists, Cromwell himself came
to Winchester in September 1645.  The city itself fell
quickly but the castle was more resilient.  After a
sustained continuous battering, the castle finally
surrendered and it fell into the hands of the Parliament
Army, having been besieged by none other than Sir
William Waller to whom the King had granted the castle
some eight years previously.

After being sequestered from enemy troops, Cromwell
ordered the destruction of the two buildings.  Thankfully
the Great Hall was to escape the fate of the castle, having
previously been bought by the justices of the peace as an
administrative centre for £100 in 1642 from the same Sir
William Waller!

Not yet done with such a site of historic importance to
the Kingdom and the seat of Kings, under the command
of Sir William Ogle, a counter-seige was launched the
following year whereby the ground and buildings were
successfully retaken.
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On the Doorstep:

Where have you been?  What have you seen?  Share it with us!

ISSUE 57

WINCHESTER

Parliament propaganda pamphlet heralding the fall of Winchester

Sir William Waller.
He was to play a key role in the history of Winchester Castle

 and the surviving Great Hall of today

Correspondence between the Mayor of Winchester and
 Oliver Cromwell following the surrender of the city

By Karen Poffley



With an ever-growing Regiment and people not always able to attend
every muster, it can get difficult to remember who is who.  In 'Pass The
Quill', each issue we will focus on different members of the Regiment in
this fun and lighthearted way of getting to know more about our fellow
Gordon's.

In addition to the standard overview, each person will be asked to
randomly answer 10 questions from a selection of 25, which will be
shared here.
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Pass the Quill: TA GORDON

Name:  Tim Gordon aka 'TAG' (yes a real life Gordon!!)

Occupation in SK:     Pike, Musketeer or whatever is needed

No of years in SK:  34 (Joined Blews LTB in '83)

What got you into SK?: Recruit advert in White Dwarf magazine (when it was a real gaming mag)
     when looking for something to do over the Summer of 1983.

Additional info:       Escapee from Civil Circus, ex-Customs Officer, now happily self-
employed/relaxed at home. No family left in SK, but they all were at one
point. Gamer of allsorts - boardgames, card games, dice games & wargames,
along with some writing, book-collecting and now cat-wrangling.

What was the last book you read?
The Woodvilles: The Wars of the Roses and
England's Most Infamous Family by Susan
Higginbotham. Well recommended.

Sunrise or sunset?
Sunset

What are the three things you can't live
without (excluding family & friends)?
Bread, Meat and Butterscotch-flavoured Angel
Delight.

As a kid, what did you want to be when you
grew up?
A power-mad despot, like Prof. Moriarty, Ming
the Merciless, Blofeld, Fu Manchu, Dracula. I
really like the idea of being an arch-villain. Aged
8, my parents were summoned to school to
discuss why I was a 'little warmonger'.

What is your most memorable muster?
So many! Currently, Edgehill October 1992, the
first real 350th anniversary event. With the mud
and rain, internal and external politics, injuries to
friends and a last-minute amalgamation of three
pike blocks into one, it should have been a
disaster. Instead, it was the hardest, toughest
and most amazing battle I've ever fought in. And
I made some long-lasting friendships that
weekend too with some incredible people.

TAG's Random Q&A
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What's the craziest thing you've ever
done?
Picking just one? OK, either - rammed a
deranged bull that had escaped from a
local abbatoir with the tractor I was
driving - or - defused a suspect device in
the workplace's post room after the on-
call EOD team phoned to say they had
broken down.

What's the best advice you've been
given?
Don't waste time regretting anything in
your past. Just get on with living what life
you have left.

Tell us a joke
Learn sign language, it's really handy.
[groan - Ed]

Ocean, Mountain or Forest?
Forest

What is your favourite saying?
Tell me something, my friend. You ever
dance with the devil in the pale
moonlight?
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Special Feature:

Stuck for a game to play with the family over Xmas?  Fancy learning something fun you could also play with down
on Living History?  Tim Gordon stumbled across this Swedish variation of Backgammon, also called 'Svenskt-
bradspel' or just 'Bradspel' or even 'Brade'.

The game below is drawn from a resource page on the Backgammon Galore website and in turn, comes from the
Vasa Museum, Stockholm. This game was found on the 'Vasa' when it was recovered, and it's contemporary with
our period (1628) - so it's very likely Scots troops in Swedish service would have played it.

Contemporary Backgammon Submitted by TimGordon

Swedish Tables is played much like backgammon except that the two

players move in the same direction around the board and there are

more ways to win than simply bearing off your checkers.

Setup: Each player starts with fifteen checkers on the rightmost point of

the far side of the board, so the players start at diagonally opposite corners

from each other. They move in the same direction, counter-clockwise,

around the board.

Object: The object of the game is to move all of your checkers around the

board to your finishing table, and then bear off all your checkers, or score a

"handsome" win, or win "jan."

To start: Each player rolls one die. The player who rolls the lower number

goes first. After the first game, the loser of the previous game goes first.

Movement: The roll of the dice indicates how many points, or pips, the

player is to move his checkers. The following rules apply:

· A checker may be moved only to an open point, one that is not
occupied by two or more opposing checkers.

· The numbers on the two dice constitute separate moves. For

example, if a player rolls 5 and 3, he may move one checker five

spaces to an open point and another checker three spaces to an

open point, or he may move the one checker a total of eight spaces

to an open point, but only if the intermediate point (either three

or five spaces from the starting point) is also open.

· Doubles are played twice. For example, a roll of 6-6 means the
player has four sixes to use.

· You must use both numbers of a roll if possible, or all four
numbers in the case of doubles.

Hitting: A checker sitting alone on a point is called a blot. If an opposing

checker lands on a blot, the blot is hit and placed on the bar.

Entering from the bar: Any time you have one or more checkers on the

bar, your first obligation is to re-enter those checker(s) into your starting

table. You enter a checker by moving it to an open point corresponding to

one of the numbers on the rolled dice. If you are able to enter some but

not all of your checkers, you must enter as many as you can then give up

the remainder of your turn.

Restrictions on closing points: You are not allowed to pile more than

one checker on a point on the opponent's side of the board with one

exception: The leftmost point on the opponent's side of the board is

called your "head" and you may pile as many checkers as you want onto

that point.

Even your starting point has this restriction. Even though you start with

more than one checker on this point, you are not allowed to add checkers

to the point during the game. This makes entering checkers much more

difficult than in regular backgammon because now your own checkers

create blocks in addition to any closed points created by your opponent.

Hitting closed points: A closed point (one having two or more of your

checkers on it), is normally immune to attack. However, there are two

situations when a closed point may be hit:

1. If a player has created a six consecutive closed points (called a

"prime"), any of the points in the prime may be hit by the

opponent.
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Special Feature: Contemporary Backgammon Submitted by TimGordon

2. If you have fewer open points in your opponent's starting table than he

has checkers on the bar, then any of your closed points may be hit.

When a closed point is hit, all of the checkers on that point are sent to the

bar. There is one exception to the above rule: If a player only has one

checker left on the board, he may no longer hit any closed point.

Bearing off: Once you have moved all fifteen of your checkers to your

finishing table, you may begin bearing off. To bear off a checker you must

roll a number equal to or greater than the point number of your farthest

back checker. If a number you roll is not high enough bear off your farthest

back checker, then you must use that number to move a checker forward

(if possible).

White may not bear

off from the three-

point or the two-

point because there

are still checkers on

the 4 point.

You may not unnecessarily waste pips when bearing off. This means you

should always bear off a checker where possible rather than use a smaller

number to move that checker forward.

White must use the 5 to

bear off the checker on the

three-point. He may not play

the 2 first, for that would

waste pips.

If one of your checkers is hit during bear-off, it must be re-entered in your

starting table and brought around the board again to your finishing table

before you can resume bearing off.

Handsome win: You do not need to bear off all your checkers to win. A

player can also win if he manages to arrange all his checkers in his finishing

table into one of the four patterns listed below:

· Single crown game: Three checkers on each one of the last five
points.

· Double crown game: Five checkers on each one of the last three
points.

· Staircase: Seven checkers on the last point, five checkers on

the second last point, and three checkers on the third last

point.

· Tower: All fifteen checkers on the last point.

As soon as a player bears off a checker, he loses his chance to get a
handsome win.

Monk: If a player wins the game when the opponent has one or more

checkers on the bar, he scores an extra point. This is called winning with

monk. The term "monk" also applies to the defeated player (who becomes

monk) and to the checkers on the bar (monk checker or monk checkers).

Jan: A player wins jan if he sends so many checkers to the bar that it is

impossible for the opponent to re-enter them all. (Remember that a player

cannot put more than one checker on a point on the opponent's side of

the board.) So a player wins jan if the opponent has more checkers on the

bar than the number of open points in the opponent's starting table.

Forced jan: If a player wins jan by hitting a closed point and sending

two or more checkers to the bar, this is called a "forced jan" and

scores extra.

End of game: The game is over as soon as either player bears off his last

checker, scores a handsome win, or wins jan. A player who can finish the

game is not obligated to do so if he can make an otherwise legal move.

However, the game must end once it has reached one of the final positions

described above, even in the middle of a turn.

Scoring: Swedish Tables can end in seven different ways. Five of these

games can additionally be won with monk. The table below shows the

number of points the winner receives for each type of win.
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www.skscotsbrigade.org.uk
Members-only area.
Password is Whisky  [no E].

WEBSITE REMINDER
CONGRATULATIONS!!

Noticeboard

If you're in need of any leather work, don't
forget that our own Tod Booth supplies a
whole host of leather items and more through
his company Foxblade Trading - plus he offers
a discount to fellow Gordon's!
Check out his full range of goods.Foxblade-Trading-and-Re-enactment-Shoes

E. foxbladeshoes@outlook.com
T. 01280 702421 www.foxblade.co.uk

Congratulations to Katie Stockdale and Adam
Lee Fowler on the birth of their son Jax Corey
Fowler who arrived at 05:09 on 22nd
November weighing 6lb8.

Congats also to proud big sis Lillie and
grandparents Tony & Dayle Johnson and
Great-Grandparents Lesley and Jack Bunton.

Also to Lyn & Mike (and kinda Tracey) who
also happen to be Johnsons so probably ought
to share in some responsibility too lol!!
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Nice List
· Julie B
· Paul S
· Mary S
· Purdie P
· Lesley B
· Nick P
· Dayle J
· Dave W
· Linda H
· Jessica D
· Bev D
· Richard B
· Edina H

Naughty List
· Gloria H
· Sam C
· Tony J
· Digger B
· James C
· James S
· Kelly W
· Karen P
· Mike N
· Mike C
· Paul W

Special Snowflakes
· Tracey J
· Melvyn H
· Steve L
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Contact Info

Next Issue due: March 2018
Photographs courtesy of Rusty Aldwinkle, Purdie Proudman and Becca.
Apologies to anyone I've pilftered from and missed off the list.

www.skscotsbrigade.org.uk

E. 1. gordonsadjutant@hotmail.co.uk
    2. hello@skscotsbrigade.org.uk

     1. William Gordon's Regiment of Foote (closed group)
     2. The Scots Brigade (closed group)
     3. Friends of the Scots Brigade (open group)

C.O.: Nick Proudman
T. 07956 715072
E. n.proudman@yahoo.co.uk

Adjutent: Gloria Holmes
T. 01255677355 or 07718 891228
E. gordonsadjutant@hotmail.co.uk

COTN Editor: Karen Poffley
T. 07786 907727
E. karenpoffley@hotmail.com

Any suggestions for feature articles and photographs
greatly received.  Submit to Editor by 23rd February

Dates for Diary

KIT TYPE
1:  Plaid   (Highland)
2:  Trews (Scots)
3: Greys   (English/Militia)

DATE(S) EVENT KIT TYPETYPE

ock o' theC orthN

Quoteth of the daye

2018
O          27-28 Jan           Holy Holly Day            Nantwich.  Great little mini opener for New Year
B           24 Feb               Coleford Parade          Commemorative parade to support Laghtnans.
                                                                         Followed by the Mayors Dinner in the evening (ticket
                                                                         event - contact Ian Blyth for more info)
M         16-19 March       TORM                        Ryton on Dunsmore
M         17 March           Gordon's Hoolie          THE social event of the year that you don't want to
                                                                        miss!  Food, drink, dancing, great company!
                                                                       Coinciding with Saturday of TORM.  Leamington Spa.
                                                                       Final details will be released on Facebook.
O        30 Mar - 2 Apr    Basing House               Always assured of a warm welcome at the annual event
R&B     26-28 May           Bristol                         MBH Major. In negotiation
O         23-24 Jun            Newark                       Large.  In negotiation
O         1 Jul                    Marston Moor             Commemorative event.  In negotiation
O         14-15 Jul             Ashby Castle                Leicestershire.  Large.  In negotiation
R&B     28-29 Jul             Thirlestane Castle        They want us back!!  Full support please!
R/B       4-5 Aug             Ulverston mini             Mini in Lake District in negotiation.

Timed to follow Thirlestane so an event to do the
following weekend on way home for those wishing
to make more of a holiday.

R&B     25-26 Aug          Claydon House            Bucks.  ABH Major - 50th Anniversary of SK.

Full warning orders in Orders of the Day or on the SK website
Check Gordon's Facebook page for updates or additional notes

Issue 57 December 2017
 (C) Copyright 2017. All rights reserved.

William Gordon's Regiment of Foote.

DETAILS

R:  Regimental Event.  Maximum attendance please
B:  Brigade Event. Support whenever possible
O: Optional.
M: Miscellaneous event.

NOTE:  As Gordon's are a Highland regiment, No 1
kit of Plaid or Mo 2 Trews are to be worn at every
event, unless you are specifically instructed to do
otherwise.  Either the CO or BCO will confirm prior
to an event if there is any change in the kit directive.
Always No 1 or 2 kit in beer tent though!

"Go on then,
one more won't hurt"

1,2

1,2
posh kit

civvies
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1,2 tbc

1,2
tbc

1,2 tbc

tbc
3 tbc

tbc

1,2

1,2 tbc


